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ABSTRACT: : Now a day’s marketing in Ecommerce and Internet based marketing companies are
increasing day by day due to effective use of Recommendation system such as Flipkart ,Amazon, Snap deal
, Google , Netflix etc. Hence the collaborative Filtering recommendation algorithm required to filter the
huge amount of information and predict user’s preference. Here a new collaborative filtering
recommendation system is proposed based on a clustering algorithm and dimensionality reduction. So our
work here is to improve suggestion based on clustering and Collaborative Filtering Algorithms. Our
objective here to improve the performance of our system and increase prediction accuracy. So to achieve
our goal we will be using k-means algorithm and SVD++ known as singular value decomposition.
Key Words: Recommendation system, higher order singular value decomposition, Principal component
Analysis, K-means, SVD (singular value decomposition)

I.
INTRODUCTION
On the internet today Ecommerce and Internet based marketing companies are Increasing rapidly day by
day due to heart of the business strategies i.e. Recommendation system.
Recommendation system plays vital role to predict user preference based on their behaviour .Example of
recommendation systems are YouTube, Face book, Netflix, Amazon, Google etc. which helps the user in
decision making process by applying collaboration filtering algorithm .
Collaboration filtering establishes connection between users and items to recommend. Prediction wi ll be
customer’s similar tastes in the past will have similar test in the future also .Similar taste in the form of
Rating etc.
Recommendation can be classified into three categories, content based filtering, collaborative filtering and
hybrid based filtering .The content based ( CB) method is used to work on classifying the user item metadata
and give recommendation system to user according to classification results .Collaborative filtering are most
commonly used to predicts the overall rating for an item based on past ratings regarding both item
individual and overall criteria and it is more popular and good source as compared to other two categories
.Hybrid based filtering is a combination of CB and CF and it is suitable for more item but very complex i n
nature.
Now a day’s collaborative filtering is widely used in recommendation system because it is very simple and
easy to implement. Collaborative filtering is classified into two types: model based and memory based. In
model based uses a set of ratings from which it gives prediction for users but memory based uses entire
similarities between user or item to predict for users.
Although CF has achieved good source but still have some problem such as data sparsiety , cold start as well
as scalability issues to improve the performance . We propose a new collaborative filtering
recommendation algorithm based on the dimensionality reduction and clustering techniques .The K-means
algorithm and singular value recommendation (SVD) are both used to clustering the similar user and to
reduce the dimensionality respectively. K-means is a unsupervised learning algorithm hat is used for
clustering problem.SVD is supervised learning factorisation of a real or complex matrix. Which help to
reduce the dimensionality and improve the scalability of a system .But SVD gives low speed in performance
therefore we used SVD++ for speedup the performance of recommendation system .
In this Paper, we proposed k-means and SVD++ technique to achieve the goal. So the structure of the paper
as follows: - Section –II discuss literature survey . Section –III discuss about K-mean and SVD++ algorithm.
Section IV include proposed method .Section V shows the Result and final Section i.e. section VI have
conclusion.
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II.
LITRATURE SURVEY
A: A Collaborative Filtering Recommendation Algorithm Based on Biclustering[1]
In the first paper, Jiasheng Wang, Hong Song, Xiaofeng Zhou presents recommendation system by using a
novel CF-RA based on bi clustering so that data sparsiety can be solved .The Algorithm is divided into two
parts , the offline mode and the online mode .First they use bi clustering algorithm to generate bi clustering
and smoothen the missing data in it , thus get denser matrix .
Define rating value as follows:
r if user ui rate the item Ij
rij = 𝐵𝑌 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒
(1)
Where : 𝐵𝑌 denotes the smoothing value of user ui towards item Ij
Apply biclustering algorithm in missing data to find the smallest cluster and then minimise the mean
squared residue Hmin (m, n) to find the missing value
Hmin m, n = A1 + A2 + A3 + A4 − A5
(2)
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After offline part we get a denser rating matrix .This matrix have combination of smoothing data and
original data , so to distinguish these two types of data they introduced weighted matrix Wij as follows
1 if user i rate the item j
Wij =
⋋ 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒
To find top K user :
𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑢𝑎 , 𝑢𝑏 =

𝑗 ∈𝑆 𝑊 𝑏𝑗 ∙ 𝑟 𝑎𝑗 −𝑟𝑏 ∙ 𝑟 𝑎𝑗 −𝑟 𝑏
2
𝑗 ∈𝑆 𝑟 𝑎𝑗 −𝑟𝑎

2
2
𝑗 ∈𝑆 𝑤 𝑏𝑗 ∙ 𝑟 𝑏𝑗 −𝑟 𝑏

(9)

After getting neighbour setup active user then to prediction by following formulas.
pred 𝑢𝑎 , 𝑖𝑗 =𝑟𝑎 +

𝑢 𝑖 ∈𝑁 𝑤 𝑖𝑗 ∙𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑢 𝑎 ,𝑢 𝑏 ∙ 𝑟 𝑖𝑗 −𝑟𝑖

(10)

𝑢 𝑖 ∈𝑁 𝑤 𝑖𝑗 ∙𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑢 𝑎 ,𝑢 𝑏

In experiment, the dataset takes from movielen and find our accuracy using MAE (Mean absolute error)
Parameter.
a. Parameters Tuning

Figure1: MAE of different [1]
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Figure2: Density of the rating matrix [1]

Figure3: MAE of different number of neighbours [1]
The results give the confirmation that the proposed method can alleviate sparsiety problem and improve
the system. But the computational cost is more i.e the limitation of this paper.
B. An Approach to A University Recommendation by Multi criteria Collaborative filtering and Dimension
reduction Techniques. [2]
This paper Dheeraj Kumar Bokde , Sheetal Girase , Debajyoti Mukhopadhyay introduce a university
recommendation system (URS) which help student to choose correct university for their future studies
.Education is birth right of every individuals in competitive world . So in URS, it recommend based on
Ranking given by the student in past .Feature to rank the university are placement potential ,Campus life ,
Ranking infrastructure , Faculty , Seat available .Thus the algorithm for a URS can be HOSVD ( Higher order
singular value decomposition ) .Which is very helpful because it has the ability of simultaneously tak ing
more dimension into account and PCA ( Principal Component Algorithm) also used .
Step 1: Unfolding the mode-d tensor T RI1 ∗I2 ∗I3 which will yields matrices B(1), B(2), ...., B(d). In case of 3rd
order
tensor T ∈ RI1 ∗I2 ∗I3 there exists three matrix unfolding:
• mode 1: j =i2+ (i3– 1)I3
• mode 2: j = i3 + (i1 – 1) I1
• mode 3: j =i1+ (i2– 1) I2
Step 2: Identifying the n left singular matrices U(1),…, U(n) obtained by: B(n) = U(n) ϵ (n) V(n), n = 1,……,d
• The matrices U(n) ϵRIn∗In stands for left singular matrices
• n ϵRIn∗(I1……..Id) stands for singular values in a diagonal matrix with descending order.
• The matrix V(n) stands for right singular matrices such that V(n)TV(n)=I and U(n)TU(n)=I, these singular
matrices are orthogonal.
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Step 3: Finding the S ϵ 𝑅𝐼1 ∗𝐼2 ∗……∗𝐼𝑑 (core tensor) through contracting the left singular matrices U(n) with
original tensor T:S = T × 1U(1)T × 2U(2)T× dU(d)T.
The experiment takes precision, recall, F1 matrix, Execution time as a parameter.

Figure 4. Result Analysis of MC-CF techniques w.r.t. Precision[2]

Figure 5. Result analysis of MC-CF techniques w.r.t. Recall[2]

Figure 6. Result analysis of MC-CF techniques w.r.t. F1 Metric[2]

Figure 7. Result analysis of MC-CF techniques w.r.t. Execution Time[2]
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After experiment it is clear that Precision increases with increasing the number of dataset size, recall
decreases with increasing the number of dataset size ,F1 matrix performance increases with increasing the
number of dataset size by using HOSVD _PCA the high execution time is seen .From overall experiment
shows that proposed solution reduces the computational cost, increase prediction accuracy and efficiency
but the disadvantage of the HOSVD_PCA is not give optimal solution and Linear projection.
In future there is a plan to implement URS in distributed environment using Apache Spark.
C: An Item-Based Collaborative Filtering using Dimensionality Reduction Techniques on Mahout
Framework[4]
In this paper Dheeraj kumar Bokde, Sheetal Girase, Debajyoti Mukhopadhyay represent an efficient MC -CF
algorithm is proposed using Dimensionality Reduction Techniques to improve scalability data sparsity and
improve the recommendation quality. Dimensionality reduction techniques such as Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) are used .By using efficient framework i.e
Apache Mahout the MC-CF proposed will be implemented. Apache Mahout is an open source Machine
Learning library which will provides an efficient framework utility for distributed/non-distributed file
system. In proposed approach high order SVD is used in PCA to improve the scalability, predicting the
missing values and preciseness. The Dimensionality reduction can be described as mapping a high
dimensional input space into a lower dimensional latent space which uses matrix factorization where a data
matrix is reduced to the several low rank matrices. Here two Dimensionality Reduction techniques are used:
1. SVD (Singular Value Decomposition)
2. PCA(Principal Components Analysis )
1.SVD
It is a very powerful technique of dimensionally reduction So ,SVD of matrix A of size m*n
SVD(A)=𝑈 V𝑇
(11)
Where, U and V are m × m and n × n orthogonal matrices and Σ is the m × n singular orthogonal matrix with
non-negative elements. But SVD gives high computational cost is the biggest problem in CF algorithms. So
SSVD(Stochastic Singular Value Decomposition) is used to reduce the cost.
SSVD Algorithm:
Input: An m × n matrix C, and a number k
Output: Approximate Uk, Vk and Σk
Algorithm:
1. Generate an n × k Guassian matrix H
2. Compute Z = CH
3. Compute an orthogonal column basis H of Z
4. Form B = QTC
5. Compute eigen-decomposition of BBT = XΣ2XT
6. Uk = HX, Vk = BTXΣ-1 and Σk = Σ
SSVD gives less cost but it gives less precise and applied to two dimensional user-item rating matrix only. To
overcome this challenge we propose an idea to use PCA option for HOSVD (Higher Order Singular Value
Decomposition). It can be applied one three dimension matrix called tensor matrix.
A = S ×1U(1)×2U(2)×3U(3)
2.PCA
PCA is an option to overcome the limitation of SSVD with the help of HOSVD. It uses orthogonal
transformation to convert correlated variable into uncorrelated variables. PCA uses orthogonal because
they are the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix. Algorithm for PCA using eigenvalue and eigenvectors is:
Step 1: Get the data from m × n matrix B
Step 2: Find the covariance matrix
Step 3: Find the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix
Step 4: Choosing principal components and then forming a feature vector
Step 5: Deriving the new data set and form the clusters
After analyse the effectiveness of the proposed method they are going to perform experiments using MAE
and RMSE parameters.
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TABLE III. EVALUATION OF RMSE AND MAE FOR ITEM-BASED CF USING SIMILARITY MEASURES ON ML
100K DATASET [4]

The results shows that SVD and PCA reduces noise, more precise, reduce sparsity but the
disadvantages it gives very slow performance and uses linear projection.
D: A Collaboration Filtering Recommendation Algorithm for Social Interaction.[3]
This paper Jinglong Zhang , Mengxing Huang, Yu Zhang demonstrates the main issues of the social
interaction i.e high sparse data, its precision and quality of recommendation become unsatisfied. In recent
year so many social interaction have been produced like user social relations and user reviews. Social
interaction also uses recommendation systems to improve the prediction accuracy .At the same time user’s
social interaction information plays an important role in enhancing the performance of recommendation
system. To improve the collaborative filtering algorithm recommended accuracy two questions are there to
study: what missing values are selected for filling and how to use social relations data to fill the missing
value of the rating matrix. First what missing value are selected for filling for that first it has to find the
formation of item neighbours .For that formula is :
𝑢 ∈𝑈 𝑖 ∩𝑈 𝑗 𝑟 𝑢 ,𝑖 −𝑟𝑖 ∙ 𝑟 𝑢,𝑖 −𝑟𝑖

𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑖, 𝑗 =

𝑢 ∈𝑈 𝑖 ∩𝑈 𝑗

𝑟 𝑢 ,𝑖 −𝑟𝑖 2

(12)

2
𝑢 ∈𝑈 𝑖 ∩𝑈 𝑗 𝑟 𝑢 ,𝑖 −𝑟𝑖

Calculation of the similarity between the users depends on the number of common rating items.

𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑢, 𝑣 =

𝑖∈𝐼 𝑢 ∩𝐼 𝑣 𝑟 𝑢 ,𝑖 −𝑟𝑢 ∙ 𝑟𝑣,𝑖 −𝑟𝑣
2
𝑖∈𝐼 𝑢 ∩𝐼 𝑣 𝑟 𝑢 ,𝑖 −𝑟𝑢

(13)

2
𝑖∈𝐼 𝑢 ∩𝐼 𝑣 𝑟 𝑣,𝑖 −𝑟𝑣

In rating prediction stage formula is:
j∈S(i) sim i,j .(ru,i−rj)

Pu,i = ri +

(14)

j∈S(i) sim i,j

Follow these steps to select perfect missing data.
Second how to use social relations data to fill the missing value of the rating matrix for that (1) calculate
familiarity .In familiarity two methods are there: Salton and Hub Depressed Index(HDI) which is used for
Measuring the degree of social relationship between users and to evaluate the impact of different familiarity
definitions on its final recommendation performance
N(u)∩N(v)
STu ,v =
(15)
HDIu,v =

N u . N(v)
N(u)∩N(v)

max
( N u . N(v) )

(16)

(2) Fill missing value can be calculated as:
Pu,i = ru +
314𝗑
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Sometimes the user's friends do not rate the target items so in this particular case, the mean rating of the
item and the user are used to fill the missing value which can ensure the known scoring data fully utilized.
The formula is defined as:
Pu,i =

ri+ru

(18)

2

After getting above two cases, combine it and the total calculation formula for missing value is defined as:
v∈F(u) fu,v (ru,i − rj )
ru +
, F u is not nll
v∈F(u) fu,v
Pu,i =
ri + ru
,
Others
2
The experiment was applied after collected epinions dataset from Epinions.com site and the RMSE and MAP
parameters are used.

Figure: RMSE

Figure: MAP
After comparison the results show that the number of neighbour increases, the RMSE to decrease first and
then increase, while MAP shows a tendency to increase first and then decrease. This happens because when
the number of neighbour is extremely small, only few people taken into account. So the proposed algorithms
gives better results than other recommendation system algorithm of using social relations data.
TABLE
SUMMARIZATION OF RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM METHODS
NO

PAPER

YEAR

1.

An
Item-Based
Collaborative
Filtering
using
Dimensionality
Reduction
Techniques
on
Mahout

2015,IEEE

Research Paper

PROPOSED
METHOD
HOSVD
PCA

PROBLEM
Scalability.
Sparsity

RESEACH
GAP
Further improve
the
recommendation
Computational cost
.
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Framework[4]

2.

A
Collaborative
Filtering
Recommendation
Algorithm for Social
Interaction. [3]

2017,IEEE

COLLABORATIVE
FILTERING
RECOMMENDATION
ALGORITHM

Missing
rating in the
user
item
matrix
Accuracy

3.

An Approach to A
University
Recommendation by
Multi-Criteria
Collaborative
Filtering
and
Dimensionality
Reduction
Techniques[2]
Collaborative
Filtering
Recommendation
Algorithm Based on
Biclustering [1]

2015,IEEE

HOSVD,PCA

Accuracy,
more
computation
cost

2015.IEEE

BICLUSTRING
ALGORITHM

Data
sparsity

4.

More
social
context
information will be
incorporated into
the
recommendation
process to further
improve
the
recommendation
performance.
Implement the URS
in
distributed
environment using
Apache Spark

We want to further
improve the
algorithm
by
combining
different
smoothing
methods.

TABLE
LIMITAION OF RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM METHODS
NUMBER

ALGORITHMS

LIMITATION

1.

SVD

low speed

2.

SSVD

less precise

3.

PCA

Linear projection

4.

HOSVD

Computational cost ,not optimal

III.K-means and SVD++ METHOD
1. k-means Algorithm steps:
1: In matrix insert user item rating, k cluster;
2: Randomly choose first k users clustering centre;
3: Assign users to the most nearest neighbour that is cluster by computeing the distances between centres
and users;
4: Compute the average as new partition centres for each and every user’s cluster;
5: To get new clusters, use the new partition centres to redistribute users in the new clusters;
6: Do it again and again from Steps 4 and 5 till the algorithm converge to a stable cluster:
7: A centre-items rating matrix represented by Result k cluster.
2. SVD++ Technique: (singular value decomposition plus plus)
The algorithm of SVD++ effort as a dimensionality reduction technique by combining strengths of the latent
model and the neighbour model.
X=U.S.𝑉 𝑇
U= Orthonormal matrix of m*r
S=Diagonal Matrix of r*r
316𝗑
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𝑉 𝑇 =Orthonormal matrix of r*n
In this model there are 3 parts to predict i.e.
𝑟𝑢𝑖 = 𝜇 + 𝑏𝑢 + 𝑏𝑖 + 𝑞𝐼𝑇 𝑝𝑢 + 𝑁 𝑢

−

1
2

𝑦𝑖
𝑗𝜖𝑁 𝑢

+ 𝑅𝑘 (𝑖; 𝑢)

−(1/2)
𝑗𝜖 𝑅𝑘 (𝑖;𝑢)

First part:
𝑟𝑢𝑖 = 𝜇 + 𝑏𝑢 + 𝑏𝑖 + 𝑞𝐼𝑇 𝑝𝑢 + 𝑁 𝑢

−

1
2

𝑟𝑢,𝑗 − 𝑏𝑢,𝑗 𝑤𝑖,𝑗 + 𝑁 𝑘 (𝑖; 𝑢)

−(1/2)
𝑗𝜖 𝑁𝑘 (𝑖;𝑢)

𝑐𝑖,𝑗

𝑦𝑖
𝑗𝜖𝑁 𝑢

+ 𝑅𝑘 (𝑖; 𝑢)

−(1/2)
𝑗𝜖 𝑅𝑘 (𝑖;𝑢)

𝑟𝑢,𝑗 − 𝑏𝑢,𝑗 𝑤𝑖,𝑗 + 𝑁 𝑘 (𝑖; 𝑢)

−(1/2)
𝑗𝜖 𝑁𝑘 (𝑖;𝑢)

𝑐𝑖,𝑗

The first expression is the basis rate and it is in the bias of user and item and a global mean.
Second part:
𝑟𝑢𝑖 = 𝜇 + 𝑏𝑢 + 𝑏𝑖 + 𝑞𝐼𝑇 𝑝𝑢 + 𝑁 𝑢

−

1
2

𝑦𝑖
𝑗𝜖𝑁 𝑢

+ 𝑅𝑘 (𝑖; 𝑢)

−(1/2)
𝑗𝜖 𝑅𝑘 (𝑖;𝑢)

𝑟𝑢,𝑗 − 𝑏𝑢,𝑗 𝑤𝑖,𝑗 + 𝑁 𝑘 (𝑖; 𝑢)

−(1/2)
𝑗𝜖 𝑁𝑘 (𝑖;𝑢)

𝑐𝑖,𝑗

This expression is same as original SVD technique but it has set of rating on items i.e N(u) which is a implicit
feedback .
Third and fourth part:

𝑟𝑢𝑖 = 𝜇 + 𝑏𝑢 + 𝑏𝑖 + 𝑞𝐼𝑇 𝑝𝑢 + 𝑁 𝑢

−

1
2

𝑦𝑖
𝑗𝜖𝑁 𝑢

𝑘

+ 𝑅 (𝑖; 𝑢)

−(1/2)
𝑗𝜖 𝑅𝑘 (𝑖;𝑢)

𝑟𝑢,𝑗 − 𝑏𝑢,𝑗 𝑤𝑖,𝑗 + 𝑁 𝑘 (𝑖; 𝑢)

−(1/2)
𝑗𝜖 𝑁𝑘 (𝑖;𝑢)

𝑐𝑖,𝑗

In this part, third and fourth expression is present which are the neighbour expressions. The implicit
feedback have local effect that is latter and basis rate with actual rate have former which have weighted bias
IV.PROPOSED METHOD
Stage 1 offline Process
Step 1: input user-item matrix
Step 2: Make users cluster using algorithm of k-means
Step 3: For each and every cluster Apply “SVD++”
Step 4: Calculate Similarity
Step 5: Get result Recommendation Model
Stage 2: Online model Utilization
In this model of Stage 1 used to recommend for active user and Calculate prediction Rating of active user.
Step 1: Input the active user that is U with item i and recommend model
Step 2: To find cluster carrying user who rates item i than use original matrix X.
Step 3: Predict the rating of active user using:
𝑪𝒊 𝒋 = 𝑪𝒊 + 𝑼𝒌 . 𝑺𝒌 𝒊. 𝑽𝑻𝒋
Ci j = predicting done to rating for an active user i on item j
Ci = in cluster avaerge rating
Step 4: output rating Recommendation
V. RESULTS
Result of SVD++, KNN AND K-means algorithms for 1 M Movielen dataset based on RMSE.
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TABLE 5.1.4(a): Evaluation of different parameter for SVD++ Recommendation Algorithm:
Evaluator value
SVD
KMEANS
SVDPP
MSE
0.855969291 0.737094675 0.823277281
MPE
0.98638897 0.981682598 0.972885641
RMSE
0.924266317 0.941737559 0.911935053
MAE
0.730365914 0.886869629 0.705961497

Figure 11: Evaluation of SVD++ Algorithm in different parameters
TABLE 5.1.4(b): RMSE Parameters for different Recommendation Algorithm:
Technique Name RMSE VALUE
KMEANS
0.941737559
SVD
0.924266317
SVDPP
0.911935053

Figure 12: RMS Value for different Recommender algorithm
Table 5.1.4(c): Comparing different methods in terms of RMSE for MovieLens:
Technique
10
20
30
40
50
Name
KMEANS 0.960320277 0.945289995 0.942176954 0.941464491 0.941737559
SVD
0.963369434 0.943297505 0.935458577 0.929755958 0.924266317
SVDPP
0.933533652 0.919812873
0.90928394
0.91314054 0.911935053
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Figure 13: Comparision of recommender algorithm with various neighbour
VI.CONCLUSION
Recommender systems have become everywhere. People use them to find books, music, news, smart phones
and vacation trips. Nearly every product, service, or type of information has recommenders to help out
people to select from among the many alternatives the few they would most appreciate. Sustaining these
commercial applications is a vibrant research community, with creative interaction ideas, powerful novel
algorithms, and careful experiments. Still, there are many challenges for the field, especially at the
interaction between research and business custom.
There are many issues on data sparsity, scalability, less precise and required more improvement. Day by day
information is increasing so missing values are also increases and gives unreliable. A few Experiments was
conducted with some datasets i.e. MovieLens 1M, which is contain around 1 million and 10 million of ratings
and 10 million and 80 million of ratings respectively and RMSE metric was used to evaluate the accuracy for
prediction. The Result showed that our proposed method improved remarkably in the performance of the
recommendations system and remained the least values in the RMSE curve in the entire neighbours range.
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